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Abstract: In this paper, optimal impedance adaptation is investigated for interaction control in constrained motion. The

external environment is modeled as a linear system with parameter matrices completely unknown and continuous critic

learning is adopted for interaction control. The desired impedance is obtained which leads to an optimal realization of

the trajectory tracking and force regulation. As no particular system information is required in the whole process, the

proposed interaction control provides a feasible solutionto a large number of applications. The validity of the proposed

method is verified through simulation studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the predictable future, robots are expected to be-

come a part of the society and collaborate with humans.

To realize safe and efficacious human robot interaction in

a myriad of social applications such as elderly care and

education, it is important to find a reliable and robust

interaction control strategy. This demand has brought

about a major challenge for robot researchers and engi-

neers.

In the literature of interaction control, two major

frameworks are widely recognized, which are posi-

tion/force control [5], [8], [12] and impedance control

[7]. Compared to the former one, impedance control

is more acceptable as it does not require the full de-

composition of force and tracking trajectory. Besides,

impedance control is more robust compared with po-

sition/force control. A passive impedance control will

guarantee the stability if the environment is passive as

well [3].

The performance of impedance control relies heavily

on the proper selection of the targeted impedance. In the

earlier research works, a desirable constant impedance is

usually preferred and the researchers focused on how to

deal with the uncertainties of the robot’s dynamic mod-

el. These works include adaptive impedance control and

learning impedance control as in [13], [2], [17], [11].

However, in many application scenarios, when the en-

vironment is totally unknown, passive impedance con-

trol may be too conservative if a high performance is

required [1], [6]. To deal with this problem, impedance

learning and optimization has been introduced. Learning

and optimization is important in impedance control as

the control objective includes both the trajectory track-

ing and force regulation, so an optimal or sub-optimal

solution can be generated which is usually a trade-off

of the two objectives. There have been a number of re-

search studies in this area. In [9], the well-known linear

quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal control is adopted for

the proper selection of the impedance parameters. The

environment model is assumed to be known and the opti-

mal gain is calculated by solving the well-defined Ricat-

ti equation. However, the environment model is usually

unknown, so the proposed method is simply not feasible

for online implementation in practice.



To tackle this problem, adaptive dynamic program-

ming (ADP) or actor-critic learning is proposed in [18],

[19]. ADP mimics the way that biological system inter-

acts with the environment. In the scheme of ADP, the

system is considered as an agent which modifies its ac-

tion according to the environment stimuli. The action is

strengthened (positive reinforcement) or weakened (neg-

ative reinforcement) according to the evaluation of a crit-

ics. By using ADP, an optimal control policy can be gen-

erated with partial or none information of the system.

In this paper, we focus on the continuous critic learn-

ing for robot interacting with unknown environments.

The proposed method is based on the research work in

continuous ADP [10], where the optimal control solu-

tion is obtained subject to unknown system dynamics.

While the critic learning in [10] is only for the state

regulation, it is further modified to handle the trajecto-

ry tracking. The developed impedance adaptation will

result in the desired impedance parameters that are able

to guarantee the optimal interaction, subject to unknown

environments. Based on the above discussion, we high-

light the contributions of this paper as follows:

(i) The unknown environment is considered in the anal-

ysis of the interaction control problem, which is defined

as a linear system with unknown system dynamics.

(ii) The optimal control problem is modified such that

the tracking problem is achieved using a regulation

method and the desired impedance model can be ob-

tained.

(iii) Continuous critic learning is adopted such that op-

timal impedance parameters in the sense of trajectory

tracking and force regulation of robots are obtained sub-

ject to unknown environments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, the dynamics of environment are described, and

impedance control and the objective of this paper are

discussed. In Section 3, impedance adaptation based on

continuous critic learning is developed for the described

environment model, such that the optimal interaction is

achieved subject to unknown environments. In Section

4, the validity of the proposed method is verified through

simulation studies. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Environment Modeling

In this paper, a damping-stiffness environment model

(including human limb [16]) is considered, the dynamics

of which can be described as follows

f = Kex+Beẋ (1)

whereKe andBe are unknown damping and stiffness

matrices;x andẋ are the robot arm’s position and veloc-

ity; andf is the interaction force.

Remark 1:Ke andBe are assumed to be unknown

matrices in this paper. This assumption makes the prob-

lem studied in this paper more complicated compared

with previous study in [14].

2.2 Impedance Control

Impedance control is first introduced in [7] to achieve

certain desirable impedance and impose a desirable dy-

namic behavior to the interaction between the robot and

environment. To apply the impedance control, we need

to find a desired impedance model in the cartesian space

as follows

f = g(xd, xv) (2)

where xd is the desired trajectory,xv is the virtual

desired trajectory in the Cartesian space, andg(·) is

a target impedance function to be determined. Then,

the virtual desired trajectory in the joint spaceqd =
∫ t

0
J−1(q)ẋv(q)dq according to the interaction forcef

and the impedance model (2).

Remark 2: Eq. (2) is a general impedance model

which defines the relationship between interaction force

and position. In some specific applications, a simplified

stiffness impedance modelGd1xv − Gd2xd = −f can

be adopted, whereGd1 andGd2 are desired stiffness ma-

trices.
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2.3 Preliminary: Continuous Critic Learning

The continuous critic learning proposed in [10] is

briefly introduced in the following, the results of which

will be used for model-free impedance adaptation.

Consider the following continuous linear system

ξ̇ = Aξ +Bu

y = Cξ (3)

whereξ is the system state,y is the output,u is the sys-

tem input, andA, B andC are unknown system ma-

trices, subject to the following infinite-horizon optimal

control problem

J =

∫

∞

0

(ξTSξ + uTRu)dt (4)

whereS ≥ 0 andR > 0 are the weights of the state and

input. For this system, it is well-known that the unique

optimal control policy determined by the Bellman’s op-

timal principle is given by

u = −Kopξ (5)

with Kop = R−1BTP ∗, where the matrixP ∗ is ob-

tained by solving the algebraic Ricatti equation (ARE)

ATP ∗ + P ∗A+ P ∗BR−1BTP ∗ + S = 0 (6)

Continuous critic learning method is discussed in [10]

to solve the Ricatti equation subject to unknown sys-

tem parametersA,B,C. The procedure of the learning

method is briefly introduced as follows.

Consider additional input dynamics

εu̇ = v, u(0) = u0 (7)

which is perturbed byu andε > 0 is a small constant.

Based on the system dynamics (3) and the additional

input dynamics (7), the augmented linear system equa-

tion can be rewritten as

ż = Fz +Gv, z(0) = z0 (8)

where F =





A B

0 0



 , G =
[

0 Im/ε
]T

, z =

[ξT uT ]
T

andIm is the identity matrix.

The quadratic Q function, denoted byQI(ξ(t), u(t))

for the augmented system is given as

QI(ξ(t), u(t)) =

∫

∞

t

(r(ξ, u) + vTRv) dτ (9)

wherer(ξ, u) = ξTSξ + uTRu.

There exists a unique solutionQ∗

I(ξ(t), u(t)) which has

a quadratic form as follows:

Q∗

I(ξ(t), u(t)) = [ξT uT ]





Hε
11 εHε

12

∗ εHε
22









ξ

u



 (10)

whereHε =





Hε
11 εHε

12

∗ εHε
22



 ≥ 0 is the solution of

the following Riccati equation

FTHε +Hε +Σ

=





Hε
12R

−1(Hε
12)

T Hε
12R

−1Hε
22

∗ Hε
22R

−1Hε
22



 (11)

whereΣ :=diag{S,R}.

The approximated optimal control policy for (3) can be

thus generated as

U(s) = −Λ(s)(Hε
12)

T ξ(s) (12)

whereΛ(s) = (εsR+Hε
22)

−1 is the low-pass filter with

the laplace variables, andU(s) andξ(s) are the laplace

transforms ofu(t) andξ(t).

As mentioned in the Introduction, we aim to obtain

optimal impedance parameters without the assumption

that the environment model is given. This is the moti-

vation to develop optimal impedance adaptation in this

paper.

3. MODEL-FREE OPTIMAL
IMPEDANCE ADAPTATION

3.1 Computational Neural Network Realization

The key problem of the continuous critic learning is

to find the solution of the following temporal difference

equation

Q∗

I(ξ(t), u(t)) =

∫ t+T

t

(r(ξ, u) + vTRv)dτ +

Q∗

I(ξ(t + T ), u(t+ T )) (13)

In traditional ADP, this problem is usually solved in a

dual actor-critic training structure and the temporal dif-

ferential function is solved recursively. One major draw-

back of this approach is that the training process usually

involves two approximators which make the structure of

the training network very complicated.
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Neural network has been acknowledged to have the

excellent ability for universal approximation to any con-

tinuous model. This property may offer us a safer way

to solve the problem. In the following, computational

neural network will be adopted to solve the temporal d-

ifferential equation.

The existing cost-functionQ∗

I(ξ(t), u(t)) can be pa-

rameterized in the following forms

Q∗

I(ξ(t), u(t))

= z(t)THεz(t)

= (z(t)
T
⊗ z(t))vec(Hε)

= (vec(Hε))T (z(t)⊗ z(t)) (14)

Similarly, the cost function fromt + T to ∞ can be de-

rived as

Q∗

I(ξ(t+ T ), u(t+ T ))

= z(t+ T )THεz(t+ T )

= (z(t+ T )
T
⊗ z(t+ T )T )vec(Hε)

= (vec(Hε))T (z(t+ T )⊗ z(t+ T )) (15)

The above equation is important as it allows one to opti-

mize over only one control vector at a time by working

backward in time. In order to get the estimated value of

the cost function, a conventional feed-forward network

with one hidden layer and a linear output unit are con-

structed as follows

Q̂I(φ, ω) =

nh
∑

i=1

wo
i gi(φ) + bo (16)

where “h” and “o” stand for “hidden” and “output” re-

spectively;φ is the input of the network;i = 1, 2, ..., nh

andnh is the network number of the hidden layer;gi =

tan(
nl
∑

j=1

wh
i,jφ(j) + bhi ) denotes the hidden node output

function wherej = 1, 2, ..., nl andnl is the network

number of the input layer andwo
i , wh

i,j , b
o and bhi to-

gether form the network weightsw.

It has shown that given the activation functiongi sat-

isfying certain conditions, there exists a sequence of neu-

ral network function which approximates any given con-

tinuous target function. Recalling (14) and (15), if the

temporal difference (13) is used for the training of neu-

ral network withφ = z(t) ⊗ z(t), then we are able

to approximate the existing quadratic cost function, i,e.,

Q̂I(φ, ω) → Q∗

I(ξ(t), u(t)) ast → ∞.

For the neural network given in (16), we can derive

thatθ = vec(Hε) and the parameterθ can be computed

by taking the partial derivative with respect to the corre-

sponding inputφ as below

θj =
∂Q̂I(φ, ω)

∂φj

=

nh
∑

i=1

wo
iw

h
i,j(1 + tan2(wh

i,jφj + bhi )) (17)

The vectorω of the NN weights in (16) can be obtained

by error minimization between the target function using

a back propagation algorithm.

Remark 3: Compared to traditional methods, the

neural leaning method has the strength of fast training

and only a very small data set is sufficient. In real-time

environment where the system is shifting, this would

prove to be a desirable property.

3.2 Optimal Impedance Adaptation

In this section, impedance adaptation will be further

discussed. We will first show how to transform a track-

ing problem into a regulation problem and how to in-

tegrate the continuous critic learning discussed in Sec-

tions 3.1 and 3.2 into the impedance control in Section

2.2. Under this scheme, the targeted impedance is adapt-

ed during the manipulation process which achieves an

approximated optimal performance.

For the damping-stiffness environment described in

Section 2.1, the following cost function can be developed

J =

∫

∞

0

((x− xd)
TS1(x − xd) + fTR1f)dt (18)

wherexd is the desired continuous trajectory;S1 is the

weight of the trajectory tracking error, andR1 is the

weight of the interaction force. Besides,S1 = ST
1 ≥ 0

andR1 = RT
1 ≥ 0.

As shown in (18), the optimal problem is in fact a

tracking problem, which is concerned with making the

system output follow or track a desired trajectory. How-
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ever, the traditional optimal problem is usually a regula-

tion problem which can be regarded as a special case

where the desired trajectory is zero state. Therefore,

some manipulations are needed to make the problem i-

dentical. In particular, we consider

η = [x p]T (19)

wherep is the state of the following system






ṗ = Up

xd = V p
(20)

whereU andV are two known matrices and(U, V ) is

observable.

Considering the system in Section 2.1, if the interac-

tion forcef is considered as the system inputu to the

environment, the system dynamics described in (3) can

be applied whereξ = x,A = −Be
−1Ke, B = −Be

−1

andC = 1.

As the formulated statep is observable, the augment-

ed state and state matrix can be defined as follows

Â =





A 0

0 U



 , B̂ =





B

0





Ŝ =





CTS1C −CTS1V

−V TS1C V TS1V



 , R̂ = R1 (21)

The system thus can be re-written in the following state-

space form

η̇ = Âη + B̂f (22)

Then the infinity cost is obtained as

J =

∫

∞

0

(ηT Ŝη + fT R̂f)dt (23)

The system now has the same form as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3, so the continuous critic learning method can be

adopted. It is trivial to show that the following optimal

control policy can be obtained as

f = −K∗η (24)

whereK∗ is calculated using the methods described

in Sections 2.3 and 3.1. The exact impedance func-

tion which guarantees the optimal interaction is thus ob-

tained. Recalling the impedance control as discussed in

Section 2.2, the desired targeted impedance is achieved

according to the measuredf and givenp, and the inner

loop is to guarantee the trajectory tracking in the joint

space.

4. SIMULATION STUDY

To verify the proposed impedance adaptation, in

this section, a robot manipulator with two-degrees-of-

freedom is considered. The damping-stiffness environ-

ment model described in Section 2 is adopted to describe

a typical environment. The simulation is performed us-

ing the robotics toolbox [4].

The parameters of the robot arm are given asm1 =

m2 = 2.0kg, l1 = l2 = 0.2m, i1 = i2 = 0.027kgm2,

lc1 = lc2 = 0.1m, wheremj , lj , ij, lcj , j = 1, 2, rep-

resent the mass, the length, the inertia about the z-axis

that comes out of the page passing through the center

of mass, and the distance from the previous joint to the

center of mass of the current link, respectively.

It is assumed that the environment force is only ex-

erted to the robot arm along the x axis and the y axis

is interaction free. Adaptive control discussed in [15] is

adopted to guarantee the inner loop control performance.

Corresponding to Section 2.1, the following environ-

ment is considered:0.01ẋ + 4.1(x − 0.2) = −f . Note

that0.2 is the initial position of the robot arm. As the en-

vironment is known in the simulation, the exact optimal

solution and desired impedance model can be obtained

by solving the Riccati equation which is referred to as

“LQR”, and compared with the the proposed method in

this paper which is referred to as “Proposed”.

It is necessary to emphasize that the environment dy-

namics are only available in the simulation and they are

usually unknown or need to be estimated in real appli-

cations. This is the motivation of this paper, which has

already been discussed in the Introduction.

The weights in (18) are given byS1 = 1 andR1 = 1.

The desired impedance model isf = −0.1202x +

0.2364xd based on knownA andB. The simulation re-

sults are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Using the impedance

adaptation, the desired impedance model is obtained as
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f = −0.1274x+0.2369xd. It is found that the obtained

impedance model is very near to but not exactly the same

as the desired one under LQR. This may be caused by the

adaptation process in the inner-loop, as the perfect track-

ing cannot be fully guaranteed. Therefore, the proposed

method only realizes “sub-optimal” impedance control if

the “perfect” tracking in the inner-loop cannot be guar-

anteed.
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Fig. 1 Desired and adapted impedance parameters,

S1 = 1 andR1 = 1
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Fig. 2 Desired and actual trajectory,S1 = 1 andR1 = 1

The interaction force is shown in Fig. 3 to further

illustrate the validity of the proposed method.
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Fig. 3 Interaction force,S1 = 1 andR1 = 1

To further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed

method, another cost function is chosen in the second

case. The weights in (23) are given byS1 = 3 and

R1 = 1. Compared to that in the first case, the weight

of the tracking error is larger, so it is expected that the

tracking error becomes smaller and interaction force be-

comes larger. Similarly, the desired impedance model is

obtained asf = −0.1552x+0.3200xd based on known

A andB. The simulation results in this case are given

in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, and the impedance model obtained

with the proposed method isf = −0.1625x+0.2872xd.

The simulation results further confirm the validity of the

proposed method.
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Fig. 4 Desired and actual trajectory,S1 = 3 andR1 = 1
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Fig. 5 Interaction force,S1 = 3 andR1 = 1
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Fig. 6 Desired and adapted impedance parameters,

S1 = 3 andR1 = 1

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, continuous critic learning has been

employed for optimal impedance adaptation subject to

unknown environments. The unknown environment is

modeled as a linear system with unknown system pa-

rameters and a certain cost function which combines tra-

jectory tracking and force regulation has been adopted.

The optimal impedance model has been obtained using

the computational neural network. The validity of the

proposed methods has been verified through simulation

studies.
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